










                                         DARKSWORD: Quiver, Part II




                                     

Lessaria Village

        "Ranier, so good to see you!" said a familiar voice, happily. "Such a lovely day indeed, and what better way to start it, then with some lovely fresh fruits!" finished the man. The expert archer grinned as he walked up to his favourite merchant in the village. He had known Merik for some time, and always made sure to patronize his fruits and vegetables stand regularily. Ranier had even brought Darius here once, who seemingly enjoyed the fresh fare more than he did. 
        "How are you, Merik?" asked Ranier, walking up to his friend's stand and scanning the offerings.
         Merik grinned. "I am well, thank you!" I have been hard at work so as to bring you and others these wonderful things to eat!" he said, sitting down on his stool and smiling. Ranier laughed. 
        "Ah yes, the hard work. It had paid off nicely, yes?"  
        Merik laughed as well. "So it has, so it has. Tell me, where has your friend Darius been? He was starting to frequent me some time ago." he wondered. Ranier smiled. 
       "That was before Darius had a child. He spends much time in the upbringing, along with his wife." he explained.
        The merchant nodded. "A devoted family man. I do respect this. But please, tell him to come by at some point!" he exclaimed. Ranier nodded his acknowledgement. 
       "I shall." he replied. "Now, let me have some fruit. I need to take some back to my cabin with me." he said, browsing the selection of fruit on the stand. 
        Merik grinned again. "Ah, to share with company no doubt!" he said sharply. Ranier raised an eyebrow, but crackled a smile. "Indeed. My love, Chandra, resides with me nowadays." he said, putting a few pieces of fruit into a small cloth sack, before doing the same with a couple of nice vegetables as well, carefully arranging them.
        "Of course, of course. Say no more." replied Merik, gathering up a few golden coins that Ranier layed down on the stand. "I thank you for your business yet again." he started.
        "Please, do come back.....if not for the fresh variety I offer, then for the conversation!" he finished with a chuckle. 
         Ranier nodded. "Good day to you sir!" he said, before turning and heading out towards the path, making his way towards home. He wanted to get back and work on some new arrowheads, so he could spend the new few days afterwords with Chandra, hoping to go on a little outing with his love. Ranier wanted so much to watch a sunset with her in the next little while.


Ranier's Cabin

         Never having thought of herself as a seamstress, Chandra was making some headway at making some repairs to one of her favourite tunics, having fixed a tear in the shoulder area earlier, and now starting to sew a ripped area of the dress as well. She seemed to enjoy wha she was doing, being very relaxed, her long red hair flowing over her shoulders as she worked. Chandra had taken up sewing as an interest a short time ago, while Ranier was off with his friend Darius on a quest of some sort. As much as she liked being by his side, it was nice to stay home once in a while.
         Humming a soft tune to herself as she worked, she almost didn't hear the door to the cabin open. Looking up, she saw the unmistakable form of Ranier standing in the doorway, holding what appeared to be a small sack of some sort in his left hand. She watched as he lowered the sack onto the nearby table, and looked to her, smiling. 
        "Love!" she exclaimed happily, putting the dress aside and getting up out of her chair and bounding to Ranier, wrapping her arms around him and embracing him tightly, before kissing him on his lips passionately.
         Ranier returned it equally, then spoke to her. "I have not been gone that long, have I?" he queried, still holding onto her. 
        Chandra smiled, her cheeks turning pink. "Long enough!" she said with a grin, before resting her head on his chest. Ranier held her close, and glanced over to the chair.
       "My seamstress is at it again I see." he said with a smile. Chandra smiled back, and poked his cheek with a free arm. 
       "Yes she is." she replied happily. 
       Ranier motioned to the sack. "I have brought us back some fresh fruit from Lessaria." he said. Chandra let go of her man and wandered to the sack, taking a peek inside. 
      "Apples!" she said, pleased to see the red fruit.
      "Yes. Just for you, love. Enjoy one while I go to my workshop and finish fashioning some arrows." he said. "Then we will have at least a few uninterrupted days together." he explained. Chandra crunched on an apple, wasting no time.
       "Very well. But I must come see these arrows!" she said with a wink, still munching. Ranier laughed. 
       "As you wish, my apple Queen!" he replied with a chuckle, before heading back out the door and around the corner towards his workshop. Chandra giggled, and finished her apple, before going to put away her sewing stuff, wanting to see these arrows that her love was fashioning out in his little sanctuary.
                                              
         Sparks flew across his workbench as he dragged the arrowhead back forth along the large grinding stone that lay flat, helping give them their final shape before he fitted them with a shaft and feathers. Ranier has become expert at fashioning arrowheads, having made many out of rock and some metals he had been able to find. It wasn't easy to make some of them, but for him it was a labour of love, the bow being his first friend, and had helped him become who he was today. He looked to a corner of his workbench where the shafts lay, and was about to test fit one when he heard the creak of the door hinges behind him, light starting to stream in from behind.
         Chandra slid into the small room and walked up, kissing him on the cheek softly. He smiled, having felt her soft warm lips against his face, before turning to his left, Chandra having sat down on a stoll beisde him, intent on watching him work. 
       "This batch is for you." he said softly, before picking up a shaft and test fitting the arrowhead on it. With no further imperfections to work out, he showed it to her. She gently took it out of his hand and examined it. 
       "Amazing!" she said. "Your talent is nothing sort of amazing!" she exclaimed happily, looking at all the other arrowheads as well as she enjoyed the embrace. "Perhaps we can test a couple of these in the next little while." she said, wanting to get in some target practice. 
       Ranier nodded. "Of course! I would love to." he said wth a smile, before getting back to his work. Chandra kissed him on his cheek and got up, picking up her own bow off a wall mount near the door. 
      "Perhaps we can go sooner, rather than later." she said with a grin, voice trailing off as she left the workshop, the door closing behind her with a little bit of a creak, the sun not as prevalent again.
       After test fitting a few more shafts, he put a couple of the finished arrows in his quiver, which he slipped over his head and shoulder, before getting up and picking up his own bow off another wall mount. He pondered it carefully for a moment or two, happy to be going out for some target practice. Ranier smiled to himself, then left the workshop to go find Chandra and head off into the forest to their favourite practice spot, where there were more than enough targets to go around for both of them to enjoy.


Nearby Forest

        A solitary arrow zipped through the crisp forest air and impacted on it's target with fearsome speed, embedding itself into the tree trunk's knot. Found by Ranier some time ago, several of the trees had almost identical knots, which he had later scraped around with a knife to give the appearance of a small bullseye of sorts. Being no bigger than his hand, they were excellent targets to practice on from a distance. 
       "Excellent!" he commented, as Chandra turned to him with a grin, content with her shot. "Thank you!" she said happily, before reloading her bow with another of the new arrows made for her.
        She faced the tree again, it's trunk and target many yards away. Locking in her concentration, she focused on the target, and took a breath before releasing her arrow. Like the last, it sped through the air at a high speed, closing the distance almost instantly, striking the knot right next to her first arrow, and almost hitting it too. She spun around to face Ranier, a huge smile on her face, happy at her continued success. Ranier smiled back and clapped, and watched as Chandra started to raise her arms in the air to celebrate. Unfortunately, she never got the chance to.
         A solitary black arrow lanced out of nowhere and struck her in the left shoulder, sending her to the ground in a heap. Everything started to go in slow motion for Ranier, whose expression turned from one of happiness, to one of utter panic and despair, watching helplessly as his love was struck. Her red hair went everywhere as she hit the grass floor of the forest, her bow leaving her grasp and landing nearby. 
        "No!!" screamed Ranier, to ran to her side, kneeling down and cradling her head in his arms. As he propped her up and whispered to her, he heard a laugh from afar. Looking up, he could not believe his eyes. 
        There, like a dark spot amongst the light, stood the Shadow Archer, holding his bow, only his eyes visible from under a hood and mask. Despair turned to rage, as Ranier felt nothing but hatred towards his nemesis, who had now taken their quarrel to a whole new level. And just as fast as he had shown up, the Shadow Archer stalked off into the forest, with Ranier unable to pursue. Chandra was his priority, and he would not waver. Putting aside his anger, he picked her up into his arms and began walking out of the forest. 
        "My love, I will get you to safety, then by the Great Maker, I will exact my revenge!" he said, even though Chandra was unconsious. Before he could wrry about going after his nemesis, he had to get his love someplace safe. There was only one place he knew of where she could be healed, and kept safe.


Naserria Village

        A peaceful day was slowly coming to a close, the sun starting to set in the distance. With her husband and son away on an overnight trip, there was little for her to do, so she decided to sit outside and enjoy the colours of the sky as the sun went down, hoping to see that first star of the night. Arielle was just tidying up, when there was a knock at the door. 
       "Hmm." she said, wondering who it could be at this hour. She shrugged and went over to the door, opening it to see who it was. The sight that greeted her shocked her, and almost made her shudder in horror. There stood a ragged looking Ranier, carrying Chandra in his arms, who had suffered some kind of wound, and had a blood-soaked cloth bandage around her shoulder. Arielle motioned them inside with saying a word.
        Ranier put his love down gently on the table, then dropped to his knees. "Please, please help her." he said, voice low and distant. Arielle was already in gear, changing the dressing to the wound, and gathering some additional clothes. The blood had clotted in the wound, which kept it from bleeding further. 
      "What happened?!?" she asked, still a little stunned. 
       Ranier kept his head low. "The Shadow Archer. He has returned...." he replied, voice still a little low. Arielle worked feverishly over her fallen friend. 
      "Chandra." she said softly, slowing down to put her soft hand over Chandra's forehead, feeling the sadness of seeing her like this. 
      "If only I had been there." she said.
       After a brief silence, Ranier spoke. "If you had been there, he might have shot you instead." he said, rising to his feet, his eyes looking very stoic and angry. Arielle didn't say anything, as she had never seen him like this before. 
     "There is only one course of action." he continued. "I must face him.....and destroy him, for good." he said, before looking to Arielle. "Please, take care of her." he said, before leaning down and kissing Chandra on her forehead. 
     "My love, it is because of you I must go and face this evil." he said, before turning and heading for the door, bow in hand. He stopped halfway out the door and looked back at Arielle, who was still silent, not knowing what to say.
      "Do not send Darius after me. In many ways, he is like a brother to me, but this revenge must be mine alone." he finished, before darting out the door. Arielle was beside herself. She went to the door and peeked out, but saw nothing, the darkness of the night now taking over. Closing it, she headed back to the table where Chandra lay. Her breathing sounded normal, so Arielle decided to just pull up a chair and watch over her for the time being. She took one of Chandra's hands in hers and held it. 
      "Dear friend, I am here for you, no matter what." she whispered, before closing her eyes and contemplating happier times.


Ranier's Forest

        The tall trees and brush of the forest usually made him happy when he visited, but now he only saw anger and sadness, having returned to look for clues as to where his nemesis had fled to after the assault on his love. Ranier walked past the spot in where Chandra had been struck and felled by the arrow. He had quietly pulled the arrow out of her after she lost conciousness, and threw it to the ground nearby at the time. To his surprise, the arrow was gone. There was a small spatter of blood where ther arrow should have been, but wasn't. Ranier knelt down and examined the ground.
        There was a faint footprint in the grass next to where the arrow should have been. This led him to believe that the Shadow Archer had come back to get his arrow back. But why? What was the point in taking back a bloody arrow? That train of thought quickly came to an end as Ranier felt like he was being watched. Looking up at the trees in front of him, he again saw a dark spot between the target trees. He jumped to his feet and brought his bow to bear, clearly making out the form of the Shadow Archer. Ranier quickly loaded an arrow and trained in on his quarry. 
       "Go ahead." said the deep voice of his nemesis. "Take the shot, if you can." it finished, almost challenging him to do so.
        Unwanting to waste any time, Ranier fired, the arrow zipping through the air towards it's intended target. The Shadow Archer just laughed as he swatted away the arrow with the back of his left hand, unaffected by the shot. He then loaded his own bow and fired off an arrow at Ranier, who had only a split second to jump out of the way. His nemesis laughed again. 
       "This is fun....." he boomed, before turning and running off into the forest. Ranier became uncharacteristically enraged by this, and bolted off after his quarry, determined to right the wrong done to him and most importantly to Chandra.
        Ranier kept within visual distance of his nemesis, slowly closing the distance while dodging trees and brush. If one thing was for certain, it was that he knew these forests very well, considering himself to be one of, of not the best forestmen in the land.Within a short amount of time, he knew they would emerge from the forest and enter the grasslands, a large area of meadow and rolling fields of lush green grass, where animals frequently grazed and fraternized. A few moments later, he ran past the last trees and over the hill to the meadow, but skidded to a halt upon seeing nothing.
          A lone cow that was grazing looked up at him in confusion, wondering where he was going in such a hurry. Ranier scanned the area, but saw no dark figure of any kind. Suddenly, a lone arrow knocked his bow out of his hand and startled him. He looked in the direction of where it came from, and saw the Shadow Archer standing behind another cow, bow in hand. 
         "Fool. You cannot hope to aprehend me." he said, before bolting down the rest of the hill towards the taller grass. Ranier grumbled in anger before taking off after his quarry, not bothering to try to shoot from behind a rolling hill. No matter how much it started to bother him, the chase was still on, whether he liked it or not.


The Trails

          Feeling some fatigue now from the constant running, the Shadow Archer came to a halt on the main trail, having made good time across the meadows and through another treeline, confident he had put some space between himself and his pursuer. Catching his breath, he looked around in all directions, and seeing nothing, grinned to himself. 
         "That fool cannot keep up with me." he said softly, brimming with confidence. Without warning, something suddenly and quickly knocked his bow out of his hand, falling to the dirt with a thud. He looked to his right to see Ranier, his bow being lowered slowly. 
         "Coward! This ends now!" he exclaimed, before throwing his own bow to the ground and charging.
          Knowing he didn't have enough stamina left to run, he met the charge, leaping forward at the other man. The collided with heavy force, grappling with each other and falling to the ground, rolling and punching at will. Some of the blows connected, some did not. The hand to hand combat was fdast and furious, with both men able to break the grapple to get back to their feet as quickly as possible. Ranier took up a position and faced his quarry. 
         "The last time you showed up, you killed a man in cold blood." he started. "Now, you have the audacity to show your face again, and you shoot a woman - my woman! For this, you will face certain defeat at my hands!" he exclaimed in anger.
          The Shadow Archer laughed. "You are as much a fool now as you were in our younger days." said the masked man. "You will never best me with a bow, nor will you win the day!" he yelled back, before charging Ranier. The forestman met the attack, blocking the punches, while executing a leg sweep, knocking his nemesis flat on his back.
         "We  shall see!" he yelled, grabbing him with both hands, pulling him back up to face him. Suddenly, the Shadow Archer lashed out, quickly striking Ranier and sending him stumbling backwards, releasing his grip on the man. 
         "Yes, we shall!" yelled the Shadow Archer, throwing and connecting on some punches, the action picking back up again in a hurry.
           The men went back and forth for a while, each landing shots and blocking, with both men falling to the ground on several occasions. Just as it seemed the Shadow Archer was gaining the upper hand, Ranier grabbed a fallen tree branch nearby and swung it, catching the man in the side of the head. he stumbled backwards, and saw a rock sitting on the dirt. He picked it up, avoided another swing of Ranier's tree branch, and swung the rock, catching Ranier in the gut, and taking the wind out of him. 
           Not wanting to take anymore damage, he withdrew, grabbing his bow and hobbling off down the trail as fast as he could, in the direction of Naserria Village. Ranier, now bloody and hurting all over, got up, picked up his own bow, and limped off after his quarry.


Naserria Village

           Arielle awoke with a start in her chair, hearing some commotion from outside. She looked to Chandra, who was sleeping soundly in the cabin's bed, having been cleaned up further and put there earlier. 
         "Hmm." she mumbled, wondering where the noise was coming from. Darius and Damien weren't to be back until the afternoon, so it wasn't them. Just then, the yelling started again. It was coming from outside. She got up and walked to the door, opening it enough to peek out. A man dressed all in black, wearing a black hood and mask and holding a bow with a loaded arrow was pointing it down towards the path that entered the village, apparently waiting for someone to show up.
          "That must be the man Ranier is looking for!" she said, closing the door, and running to the window to keep an eye on whatever was unfolding. The man will still yelling, as other people from the village started to go outside to see what the commotion was. The man was clearly ranting maniacally.
          "All you villagers will now witness an execution of sorts!" he started. "I will, with this very arrow, kill the archer known as Ranier. I will fire this arrow straight through his heart, and end this rivalry for good!" he exclaimed. 
          "Oh no." muttered Arielle, knowing that if Ranier had been following this man, he might very well be walking into a trap. And from the looks of the man, they had already been in battle.
           "Where are you, oh 'master' archer?" started the man again. "Do you fear me so much, that you will not even show your face?" he asked, still pointing at the path's entrance with his bow. The man laughed manically for a moment. 
           "Perhaps I should kill a few of these nice people first to get your attention!" he said, swinging the bow around and aiming at some of the defenceless villagers. Some covered the eyes, or dropped to the ground looking for cover. Fear was spreading, and even Arielle knew she could not risk leaving Chandra to try to help the villagers. Things didn't look very good right now at all.
            Suddenly, a familiar voice echoed through the village. "I will give you more than my attention." said Ranier, battered, and emerging from the trail head, bow trained on the man in black. 
           "I will give you this....." he said, firing a yellow-tipped arrow from his bow. The Shadow Archer also aimed and fired his arrow, but to no avail. The yellow arrow shot forth like a bolt of lighting, exploding through the black arrow mid-flight as if it was nothing, and on to it's target, striking the Shadow Archer right through his own heart, sending him crashing down to the dirt and grass beneath. Ranier lowered his bow and slowly walked up to the fallen form, who was quite dead. He pulled off the hood and ripped off the mask to reveal the man's face. To his surprise, he did not know who this man was. The important thing was that it was finally over. Exhausted, Ranier dropped to his knees.


                                                        *      *      *      *


          "I feel disappointed that I wasn't here to help the village." started Darius, a little sad. "But.....you did best him, and no one else was harmed." he finished, looking to his old friend. Ranier looked a little better than he did when Darius returned from his mini-trip with Damien, who was now sound asleep in his bed. 
         "Darius, I apologize. My quest for revenge was not supposed to include this village." he replied, feeling awful for being consumed by the hatred for the Shadow Archer. 
         Darius grinned. "There is no wrong. You did what you had to do, for the honour of your beloved." he said, before picking up a long stick and poking the fire, moving a log to one side. The sun had gone down a little while ago, and Darius thought it would be nice for all of them to sit by a fire and unwind for a bit.
         Just as he reached for another log next to his bench, the door to the cabin opened, and out came Arielle and Chandra, who was almost back to normal again, albeit with the nursing of Arielle, and Darius' powers to help seal the wound. Ranier smiled as his love sat down next to him on the other bench, carefully putting his arm around her and kissing her on her lips softly. 
        "I love you, and will always be your champion." he said softly. Chandra smiled and snuggled up to him, kissing him on the cheek and staying silent to conserve her energy. She knew that she was in good hands, and that her injury was a small price to pay to stop the Shadow Archer.
        Arielle took her place beside her beloved, and kissed him on his lips, before tucking herself under his strong arm. 
       "Damien is sleeping soundly my love. Let us all enjoy this fire." she said calmly. Chandra looked to her for a moment. "You are truly a friend beyond any I have ever had." she whispered. "Thank you." she finished, before looking up at her love. 
       "And thank you for saving my life, beloved. To you I owe everything." she whispered, before closing her eyes, enjoying the warmth of Ranier, and the fire. Arielle nodded at Chandra. 
       "You would have done the same for me." she said softly, before also closing her eyes to enjoy the fire, as well as Darius' warmth. The fire grew somewhat crackling here and there, spitting the occasional ember outwards and upwards. Crickets could be heard as the night started to pass by, the darkness and the fire becoming one under the pale moonlight.


                                                            THE END.....?
                                               

